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Overview

With extra-linguistic information, the quality of translation will be improved and the
problem of translation mismatches can be
solved. The difficulty lies, however, in that
the sources of such information are unlimited
and not always available. Our solution is to
define translation rules as modular as possible and control application of rules with background conditions so that the best rule in the
context should be chosen.
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V i e w p o i n t and honorifics

person, typically the speaker in our domain.
'sashiageru' is a honorific form of 'ageru',
where the giver stands in lower position than
the receiver. Both 'ageru' and 'sashiageru'
can only be used when the receiver is not the
first person, say, the speaker.
Figure 1 depicts the translation relation
between 'give' and ( 'kureru ', 'kudasaru ',
'ageru', 'sashiageru'). The rule at the top
node, 'ageru' ¢* 'give ', is the default translation rule translating 'ageru' to 'give' and vice
versa independent of any background condition. From here downwards, the items of information considered in background increase.
Moving down leftwards, for example, if the
viewpoint is at the receiver and the giver is
not the first person, then the rule, 'kureru'
'give', is applicable.

We consider as an example how the translation of sentences containing 'give' is defined
in our approach. For the English verb, 'give',
there are at least four possible translations
S e m a n t i c transfer
in Japanese: 'kureru', 'kudasaru', 'ageru', 3
and 'sashiageru'. 'kureru' is used when the
event is described from receiver's point of view Translation rules are applied to part of repre(pov) while 'ageru' is used when the event sentations. To make 'ageru' and 'give' interis described from giver's point of view. 'ku- changeable, a rule such as ageru(E) ~ give(E)
dasaru' is a honorific form of 'kureru', where is suffice, where E is an event. For better
the giver stands in higher position than the translation, however, more elaborated rules
receiver. Both 'kureru' and 'kudasaru' can are required. The below four rules define the
only be used when the giver is not the first cases where 'give' is to be translated to either
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Figure 1: The translation relation concerning 'give'

'kureru', 'kudasaru', 'ageru', or 'sashiageru'.
The terms inside {} specify background conditions for the rule to be applicable. The negation, -~, works as negation-by-failure.

(1)

give(E),
{giver(E,G),
kureru(E) ¢=~ receiver(E,R),
pov(R),
~speaker(G)}

(2)

give(E),
{giver(E,G),
receiver(E,R),
kudasaru(E) ¢,
pov(R),
~speaker(G),
G>R}

(3)

give(E),
{giver(n,G),
ageru(E) ¢:v receiver(E,R),
pov(G),
~speaker(R) }

(4)

give(E),
{giver(E,G),
receiver(E,R),
sashiageru(E) ¢:v
pov(G),
~speaker(R),
G<R}

Observe that the background condition of (2)
subsumes that of (1). Since our translation
strategy chooses the best match rule in the
context, if the condition of (2) is satisfied,
the rule (2) is chosen although the condition
of (1) is satisfied, too. The honorific expression is thus adopted prior to the normal one
when translation is performed from English to
Japanese. The same goes for the rules, (3) and
(4). If no rule satisfies the background condition, the simplest rule, ageru(E) ¢, give(E),
is chosen as default.
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Conclusion

Rules axe defeasible in that a rule can be
overridden by another more appropriate in
the context even if the rule is still applicable. This property, on the one hand, allows
us to import our knowledge in machine translation into speech-to-speech translation as default and, on the other hand, enables us to improve incrementally the quality of translation
by adding to the rule-base the rules applicable
only in particular contexts as more sources of
information are made available to the system.
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